COLOR AND SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WHITE LIGHT EMITTING DIODES AND THEIR VARIATION DURING AGING
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Abstract. The relation between numerical values of photometric characteristics (total luminous flux TLF, correlated color temperature CCT, color rendering index CRI) of white light emitting diodes (LED) and the variation of the spectral shape of their radiation during aging has been investigated. All the measurements were made on internationally adopted test methods, taking into account environmental conditions, electrical parameters and evaluated measurement uncertainty. Every piece of test and measurement equipment has actual verification or calibration with traceability to national and international references. It was demonstrated that in the luminescence spectra consisting of the “blue” band around 450 nm originating from the semiconductor heterostructure, and the broad “yellow” band from luminophor, the last band is non-elementary and consists of at least two bands: the “green” one around 530 nm and the “orange” one around 580 nm. The most unstable “green” band has the highest impact on photometric characteristics. As a consequence, further investigation should be performed on how instability of elementary bands and its quantity will link not only with photometric characteristics, but with production conditions and material properties of LED heterostructure and luminophor itself. In particular, for improvement of the color stability of white LED, the parameters of luminophor forming the “green” band should be stabilized. A unified method for accelerated testing of LED products and method for long-time lifetime prediction shall be developed, taking into account not only depreciation of TLF, but also shift of other photometric and spectral characteristics of white LED.
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Introduction

White light emitting diodes (LEDs) are widely used for liquid crystal display (LCD) backlighting, including low cost color displays. It is essential for these LEDs to provide stable characteristics through life cycle, including luminous flux, chromaticity and color rendering. Therefore, care shall be taken for LED aging (including degradation of luminophor coating), because
intense degradation will cause invalid color perception, especially when using common bichromatic white LEDs as backlight source.

Currently, there is not any unified approach for measurement of LEDs photometric and life characteristics. For example, there is international standard for performance requirements of LED modules IEC 62717, at the same time, Europe adopted standard EN 13032-4 and Illuminating Engineering Society developed for United States a separate standard LM-80-15. Therefore, without unified test method it is difficult to achieve the same results within different test houses and provide peer conformity assessment. Although a lot of work was devoted to the white led degradation problems (see for example reviews [1, 2] and the book [3]), the information about the relations between the photometric (especially colorimetric) parameters and spectral shape of luminescence bands forming white light is still insufficient.

In this work, the change of colorimetric and spectral parameters during aging of some white LEDs was investigated. Experimental results and analysis of the drift of some photometric and spectral characteristics of white LED lamps within time and under impact of additional thermal and electrical acceleration factors are described, with the aim to obtain more information about the relation between the colorimetric and spectral data.

**Experimental details**

For experiment, a set of Philips white LEDs was used and several accelerating factors were applied, namely aging in normal work regime for 6000 h; normal work at 50 °C for 1000 h; switching cycles of power supply (70000 cycles of 10 seconds).

Selection of number of samples is based on provisions of cl. 4.1.2 IES TM-28-14.

Within these tests, several parameters were measured, namely total luminous flux (TLF); chromaticity coordinates; correlated color temperature (CCT); color rendering index (CRI) and the luminescence spectra of LEDs under study. Measurements were carried out using Bentham Integrating sphere IS1800 with Bentham IDR300-PSL double monochromator-spectroradiometer. LEDs under study were supplied using stabilized power source Extech 6720 and controlled with power analyzer Yokogawa WT210. It should be mentioned that all used measurement and testing equipment have actual calibration with traceability to national and international references.

All the acquired data was analyzed and relative extended measurement uncertainty was calculated with provisions of applicable documents: EN 13032-4 and IEC Guide 115.

**Results**

**Photometric characteristics**

All types of tests yield clear tendency of decreasing TLF and increasing CCT and CRI during aging. In our experiments, chromaticity coordinates have drift, but still within 6 step Mac-Adam ellipse. The time dependencies of these parameters have some peculiarities depending on accelerating factor used. TLF decreasing is correlated with common practice [1, 4–6] and are usually described with monoexponential or bi-exponential decay curve according to Arrhenius law [2]. At the same time, several experimental results [2, 7] point out initial segment of TLF growth that lead to deviation from both monoexponential and bi-exponential decay laws commonly used, and can be caused by luminophor stabilization, but omitted from long-time prediction of LED life. Experimental data of TLF aging curve can be more accurate approximated with equation taking into account an initial rise of the TLF. For example for TLF time dependence \( I(t) \), we propose the following function:

\[
I(t) = I_1 + \left( 1 - A \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_1} \right) \right) \left( B \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_2} \right) + C \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_3} \right) \right),
\]

where \( I_1 \) is the initial value of TLF; \( \tau_1 \) is the rise time constant; \( \tau_2 \) is the fast decay time constant; \( \tau_3 \) is the slow decay time constant; \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are parameters defining contribution of each process in resulting dependence.
An another solution may be to exclude the initial rise area of data from the bi-exponential approximation procedure, as suggested in [7], but this approach neglects some physical processes in LEDs.

In our experiments, TLF was decreased for 15.7% over 6000 h aging in normal regime, CCT increased for 1.5% and CRI increased for 1.2% (see Fig. 1, a–c). The highest impact on LED chip TLF was shown under normal work at 50 °C for 1000 h: TLF decreased for 4.1%, while CCT increased for 0.8% and CRI increased for 0.2% (see Fig. 2, a–c).

Additionally, it was investigated how additional stress factors (ambient temperature and switching of power supply) will change color and spectral characteristics of white LEDs.

![Fig. 1. Variation of characteristics within 6000 h ageing under normal conditions: a – total luminous flux; b – correlated colour temperature; c – colour rendering index](image1)

![Fig. 2. Variation of characteristics within 1000 h aging at 50 °C temperature: a – total luminous flux; b – correlated colour temperature; c – colour rendering index](image2)

**Spectral characteristics**

At first, it is essential to determine how many bands are forming the summary spectra. It was done using Alentsev-Fok method [8], which allows dividing summary spectrum into separate bands without any a priori information about their shape and number of peaks. Fig. 3, resulting from deconvolution of spectrum using [8], shows that white LED spectra are consisting of at least three bands. Two of them (“blue” and “orange”) are almost Gaussian curves, and the third, “green”
one has an asymmetrical shape. It can be approximated by two Gaussian curves, and sometimes even one Gaussian curve gives a good approximation (Fig. 4). In common practice, however, only two bands (“blue” and “yellow”) are considered [9], in spite of the non-elementary nature of the “yellow” band.

In Figures for spectra, the X scale is wavelength in nm, it will be more accurate to use scale of energy in eV, because of the reciprocal relation between energy and wavelength. However, since the shape of the spectral bands does not change significantly, the presented figures also clearly show expected characteristics, and the integration of spectra does not lead to the significant errors if we compare the relative (not absolute) intensities of the separate bands.

Since measured spectra are not absolute, to compare them, and to define intensity, integration of the initial spectra was performed to make correction and link them to the photometric characteristics (TLF). At the next step it was investigated how separate bands intensity behaves during aging and how it affects photometric characteristics. Fig. 5, a, b indicates accordingly quasi-absolute and normalized intensity of three bands within white LED spectra during 6000 h aging. Fig. 6, a, b shows the absolute and normalized intensity of three bands within white LED spectra during 1000 h aging at 50 °C temperature, respectively.

It is seen from Fig. 5, b and 6, b that while the “orange” band repeats the behaviour of the “blue” one with small deviation, the “green” band around 530 nm demonstrates the most unstable behavior, and, thus, has the most significant impact on the photometric parameters of LEDs.

Fig. 7, a, b shows variation of relation of “blue” to “yellow” band intensity during 6000 h aging, and during 1000 h aging at 50 °C temperature, accordingly. The comparison of these data with Fig. 1, b and Fig. 2, b, respectively, demonstrates a good agreement between them, as expected.
Fig. 6. Intensity variation of separate bands during 1000 h aging at 50 °C temperature: $a$ – quasi-absolute; $b$ – normalized

Fig. 7. Intensity variation of “blue” to “yellow” bands relation: $a$ – during 6000 h aging; $b$ – during 1000 h aging at 50 °C temperature

Thus, the analysis of luminescence spectra of investigated LEDs shows the change of intensity relation between blue and yellow bands of LED spectrum during aging. Since the blue band originates from diode heterostructure, and the yellow band from the luminophor coating, one may conclude that investigated white LEDs are degraded with lumen output due to faster luminophor degradation that LED chip itself. Blue light component become prevail in overall emission, resulting in invalid color perception if these LEDs are used as backlight sources of color displays. It is shown, however, that in our case the broad “yellow” band of luminophor is non-elementary and consists of at least two separate bands. One may find some discussions concerning the origin of this structure of the luminophor band in [10]. The described behavior is general for lamps of different manufacturers, although the degree of manifestation of the effect is different. It is believed that “green” and “orange” bands correspond to the radiative recombination transitions between spin-orbit splitted levels of excited state ($5s^25p^6$) $5d^1$ and ground state ($5s^25p^6$) $4f^4$ of YAG:Ce$^{3+}$ based luminophor. In this case, the bands correspond to the transitions $^2T_{2g} − 2F_{5/2}$ and $^2T_{2g} − 2F_{7/2}$ respectively [11]. Thus, there is an increased instability of the radiative recombination channel $^2T_{2g} − 2F_{5/2}$. The causes of this instability are probably related to the population of the ground state and require further investigation. Figure of intensity of relation “blue” band to “yellow” band clearly show correlation with CCT behavior within time. Provided figures clearly show that “blue” and “orange” bands intensities have approximately similar behavior, but “green” band intensity is principally different and the most unstable and, consequently it have the most significant impact on
the “blue” to “yellow” band relation, and, thus, on the photometric characteristics of white LEDs under study (TLF, CCT, CRI).

Conclusion

Based on provided results, it is obvious that unified method for accelerated testing of LED products and method for long-time lifetime prediction shall be developed and adopted internationally, taking into account not only depreciation of TLF, but also shift of photometric and spectral characteristics of white LED. Therefore, it is essential to take into account or exclude from consideration an initial segment of TLF growth and agree which method and which exponential relation shall be used for long-time prediction.

Our results show that the main cause of the “blue” to “yellow” band relation variation is the instability of the “green” component of the non-elementary “yellow” band. The change of this relation leads, consequently, to change of photometric characteristics. As a consequence, further investigation should be performed on how instability of elementary bands will link not only with photometric characteristics, but with production conditions and material properties of LED luminophor itself. In particular, for improvement of the color stability of white LED, the parameters of luminophor forming the “green” band should be stabilized.
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